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Abstract: Experiments in computing share many characteristics with the traditional
experimental method, but also present significant differences from a practical perspective,
due to their aim at producing software artifacts and the central role played by human
actors and organizations (e.g., programmers, project teams, software houses) involved
in the software development process. By analyzing some of the most significant
experiments in the subfield of software engineering, we aim at showing how the conceptual
framework that supports experimental methodology in this context needs an extension in a
socio-technical perspective.
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1. Introduction
The investigation on the disciplinary nature of computing has been conducted from two different
perspectives: the subject matter, on one side, and the methodology, on the other. They provide interesting
suggestions on how to position computing with respect to traditional sciences (e.g., physics) and
engineering disciplines (e.g., electronic engineering). We shift the focus from the status of computing to
what we consider a related critical issue, which is indeed connected with the methodological perspective:
the lack of a proper conceptual framework dealing with the nature of experiments in computing.
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We have already argued that, although there is a general agreement on the fundamental features of
the scientific method, the straightforward application of such a framework to computing can lead to
oversimplifications that prevent us from achieving a complete picture of the practices in this discipline;
see, for instance [1]. Experiments in computing indeed have much in common with more traditional
sciences (e.g., the call for replication [2]), but also present significant differences from a practical
perspective, due to their aim at producing artifacts (i.e., computing systems, programs, etc.) and the
key role played by human actors and organizations (e.g., programmers, project teams, software houses)
in such production.
If the focus on artifacts in computing has shed light on the need to borrow conceptual instruments
from the domain of engineering (besides those of science), the central role played by the human actors
involved in the artifact creation process seems to call for a further extension of the relevant framework.
Indeed, it has been recently pointed out by [3] that when it comes to socio-technical systems, that is
systems whose function depends not only on technological devices, but also on human agents and social
institutions, traditional taxonomies of experimental forms may be inadequate.
In this paper, we continue a discussion on computing and experiments narrowing our analysis down to
how experiments are conducted in a subfield of computing, namely software engineering (SE), with the
aim to show how the traditional experimental framework needs to be revised in an engineering context.
We believe there are good reasons that justify our choice. Firstly, SE aims at the study and application of
techniques for the design, development, operation and maintenance of software. As any computer system
must rely on software, it is clear that SE is in its own right a vast discipline that intersects many, if not
all other subfields in computing. Hence, we hope that any findings that we obtain in our endeavor in this
context can be seen as having a significant connection to what is carried out in terms of experiments in
the whole field of computing. Moreover, contrary to what was stated by some critics (e.g., “Evidence to
the decline of scientific methods is found in textbooks on software engineering” [4] (p. 148), more and
more attention has been devoted in SE to methodological and experimental issues, as shown by some
general works by [5] and the birth of conferences and journals about these topics, like [6] and [7].
We analyzed the 50 most cited papers (according to [8]) from “Empirical Software Engineering:
An International Journal” (ESE) in the 2003–2012 decade and selected the most representative papers
of the characteristics that make experimentation in SE so interesting from a philosophical perspective,
in that they call for a revision of the conceptual framework of the traditional experimental method
(We are aware that this is a limited sample and that several experimental results in SE are currently
presented in conference proceedings; still, the papers we analyzed suffice for the purposes of this
work.). Our focus is on those endeavors that adopted the most rigorous methodology from the
scientific tradition, namely the controlled experiment, so that we are able to observe the widest range of
instruments for scientific investigation put to the test in the context of SE. Some of these papers [9–12]
explicitly refer to the presented work as a “controlled experiment”; others [13–15] only speak of
an “experiment”, but due to the rigorous procedures adopted, can be considered equivalent from a
methodological point of view. In particular, we selected these works because they present the results
of controlled experiments performed with human subjects, which makes them examples of one of the
most challenging methodological endeavors, where the most rigorous (and traditional) experimental
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procedures are applied in a context where the human factor plays a primary role and brings in its typical
unforeseeable and disruptive effects.
As the aim of this work is to start a discussion on such effects, four papers that present controlled
experiments without human subjects [16–19] are out of our scope and were not considered. The rest
of the papers consists of 12 case studies [20–31], 11 reviews [32–42], 11 empirical analyzes [43–53],
three comparative analyzes ([54–56]) and two field studies [57,58].
Obviously, this analysis is not to be considered exhaustive at all, but it is meant as the first step of a
more comprehensive study on methodology in computing. We focus on the experimental method, and
we argue that such a method is not sufficient to tackle all of the issues rising in this discipline from
a socio-technical perspective. Our hope is to show that there exists a very interesting approach worth
exploring, taking the various subfields of computing as starting points. The paper is structured as follows:
In Section 2, we analyze a group of selected experiments illustrated in the ESE journal with a particular
focus on the issues that may prevent a straightforward generalization of their results. In Section 3, we
show how such issues are connected with the nature of SE as a discipline, which includes not only
technological artifacts, but also features a significant social dimension. Finally, Section 4 concludes.
2. Social Issues in the Lab
Let us analyze the experiments presented in the papers we are considering, with a specific focus
on social issues. In this context, we use the adjective “social” to indicate two different aspects that
characterize all of the experiments: the context they refer to and the human actors they involve.
We must begin by taking the context of the software industry into account (by “industry” we mean the
complex of organizations devoted to the production of software for commercial use), because it provides
the main motivation for the researchers to set up their experiments in the first place: to discover the best
practices to create quality software. The criteria that are used to judge such quality seem to refer mainly
to what is currently practiced in the context of the software industry.
Here follows a brief description of the controlled experiments, which we present in decreasing order of
the number of citations and refer to by the surname of the first author of the relevant paper, accompanied
by the motivations for such endeavors, as declared by the authors themselves.
The Genero experiment aimed at investigating whether a collection of measures can be a good
predictor of the maintainability of Unified Modeling Language (UML) class diagrams, which are meant
to represent graphically the functional structure of a complex program. These indicators would allow
software designers to make better decisions in the early stages of the software development life cycle,
contributing to the creation of better quality products. The choice to focus the experimental endeavor
specifically on the class diagram out of nine diagrams defined in the UML standard is motivated by the
fact that surveys in the industry show that “[the class diagram] is perceived by practitioners as the most
important diagram type.” [10] (p. 518). Moreover, by looking for good predictors of class diagram
maintainability, the proponents of the Genero experiment aim to “allow [object-oriented] software
designers to make better decisions early in the software development life cycle, thus contributing to
the development of better quality [object-oriented] software.” [10] (p. 519). The Vokác˘ experiment
replicated a previous experiment aimed at verifying the beneficial effects of design patterns (i.e., proven
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solutions to design problems organized into reusable software modules). The main motivation is “to
support the industrial use of design patterns.” [12] (p. 149). The Shull experiment consisted of
two replications on software requirements reviewing techniques to verify the advantages of introducing
laboratory packages (i.e., structured descriptions of experiments), with the long-term goal of building
a “body of knowledge that identifies the benefits and costs of various techniques and tools to support
the engineering of software.” [15] (p. 112). The Karlsson experiment compared a number of
techniques to introduce a priority hierarchy among different requirements when implementing a software
system. The aim was to establish which technique showed the least time consumption, the greatest
ease of use and the best accuracy. Furthermore, this effort on requirement prioritization is driven by
considerations connected with the industry: “When requirements are elicited from several stakeholders,
it often yields more requirements than can be implemented at once. (...) [The requirements] need
to be prioritised so that the most significant ones are met by the earliest product releases.” [11]
(p. 4). The De Lucia experiment aimed at assessing the usefulness of an automatic tool in support
of traceability recovery, that is the process of identifying functional links between different parts of a
complex software project, such as requirements and implemented software modules. The assessment
was based on the measurement of the time needed by software engineers to accomplish the assigned
tasks with respect to manual identification. This experiment was carried out with two perspectives,
one related to the researchers’ interest to evaluate the benefit of a tool-based support in the task and
the other belonging to “a project manager, who wants to evaluate the possibility of adopting the
tool within his/her own organisation, depending on the skills of the involved human resources.” [9]
(p. 67). The Fenton experiment aimed at developing a causal model (in the form of a Bayesian net)
for predicting the number of defects likely to be found in a piece of software during testing or usage.
This endeavor is part of a larger research endeavor in software metrics, whose “ultimate goal (...) is to
help project managers make decisions under uncertainty.” [13] (p. 500). Finally, the Reinhartz–Berger
experiment compared two modeling techniques, namely object-process methodology (OPM) and UML,
to establish the level of comprehension and the quality of the constructed models in the context of web
applications. The motivation for this effort came from “the exponential growth of the Web and the
progress of Internet-based architectures, [which] have set the stage for the proliferation of a variety of
Web applications.” [14] (p. 57).
The experimenters care for what is carried out by the professionals in the context of the SE industry,
because their aim is to improve their practice, and experiments seem to provide an argument for the
adoption of some techniques rather than others. For such an argument to be more convincing, the
experiments need to be as close as possible to the reality of SE practice. This means that whatever
the experimental conditions, they must capture all of the significant factors that affect the processes of
real industrial software development, if researchers want their experiments to be meaningful.
In the analyzed papers, we can find several factors that the researchers took into account while trying
to recreate a realistic experimental environment.
The proponents of the Genero experiment have “used material that is more representative of
real cases” [10] (p. 523) compared to previous endeavors of theirs. Moreover, they “improved
the experimental tasks by trying to specify [tasks] that are similar to those required in real
projects.” [10] (p. 523).
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The Vokác˘ experiment was meant to improve on a previous experience by other researchers.
The authors “replicated their experiment (...) using the same programs in a real programming
environment, instead of pen and paper. This increases the experimental realism and, thereby, the
applicability of the results.” [12] (p. 150).
The search for realism has found some obstacles in the intrinsic differences between a controlled
experimental environment and the resource-constrained reality of the SE industry. From the Vokác˘
experiment: “[a] difference is that it is possible to walk away from a nonworking solution, as actually
happened with several subjects. In industry that option is simply unavailable. When it happens, projects
tend to become highly visible failures.” [12] (p. 190). Moreover, “the experimental design required all
participants to be present at the same time, for two consecutive days. This made it much more difficult
to get a sufficient number than for previous experiments that could be done on each company’s premises,
one company at a time.” [12] (p. 185).
Sometimes the resource constraints are on the experiment’s side. Again, from the Vokác˘ experiment:
“Real-world programs are much larger than those used in the experiment. With a restricted time and
money budget, this is a limitation that is difficult to overcome.” [12] (p. 189). The De Lucia experiment
presents similar issues: “Concerning the artefact repository used in the experiment, it is worth noting that
it is not comparable to industrial projects (...) However, the type of experimentation has to be conducted
in a controlled way and in a limited amount of time. For this reason, it is not easy to use repositories of
larger size and even if larger repositories are used, there might anyway be the need to select a subset of
(...) artefacts (...).” [9] (p. 82).
In some cases, like in the Karlsson experiment, such constraints are part of the motivation for the
whole effort: “Since the major disadvantage of [a technique based on an exhaustive list of requirement
comparisons] is the time-consumption for large problems, different investigations have been performed
in order to decrease the number of comparisons, and thus the time needed.” [11] (p. 7). Similarity to the
industrial context plays such a primary role in this experiment that a technique that was “ranked rather
low” in previous studies is still considered interesting to investigate, since it is used in a very active
subgroup of the SE community.
In the effort to maintain similarity to actual SE practices, the proponents of these experiments
must take several factors into account, but one plays a particularly important role: The human factor.
SE research aims at helping make the best choices in terms of selecting, with respect to a given
problem, the most suited requirement specification language, the most skilled programmer, the best
fitting programming paradigm and language, etc. These choices have a social component in that they
are strongly dependent on human actors: requirements consist of a call for a software solution to a
problem expressed by groups of people or even entire organizations [59,60]; programmers are human
beings endowed with honed technical skills, but also characterized by idiosyncrasies and subjective
preferences with respect to programming paradigms and languages [61,62]. Thus, experiments intended
to investigate these aspects of SE must make use of human subjects, and so did our chosen examples.
• The Genero experiment [10] was divided into two replicated rounds: The first involved 38
computer science students in the third year at a Spanish university, the second 23 computer science
students in their final year at an Italian university.
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• The Vokác˘ experiment [12] replicated a previous experiment, and according to the authors,
experimental realism was increased by using a real programming environment instead of pen and
paper; 44 paid professionals from multiple companies were the subjects instead of 29 volunteers
from a single organization, like in the previous attempt.
• Each of the two replications in the Shull experiment [15] involved 18 undergraduate students from
a different Brazilian university, all with an experience of slightly more than one year of software
development in class.
• The Karlsson experiment [11] consisted of two sessions: one with a group of 16 subjects, including
Ph.D. students, and one professor as part of a research methodology course, the other with 30 MSc
students in their final year, taking an optional requirements engineering course.
• The De Lucia experiment [9] was executed twice in an Italian university, with 20 first-year MSc
students attending an advanced SE course and with 12 second-year MSc students from a course
on software project management, respectively.
• The causal model used in the Fenton experiment [13] was comprised of variables and relationships
identified by means of questionnaires distributed to a number of managers involved in 31 software
projects in the consumer electronics industry.
• Finally, the Reinhartz–Berger experiment [14] involved 81 third-year students in a four-year
information systems engineering program in the final four hours of a 13-week “Specification and
Analysis of Information Systems” course.
Issues arise from the fact that experiments are conducted with groups of human subjects. People
come with different prior knowledge, tastes, habits, skills, and so on, which means that they are likely
to tackle the tasks in the experiments with results that may be very varied and make the researchers’
attempt to extract scientifically-proven facts more complicated. We have found that some of these issues
derived from a less-than-ideal experiment design. In the two replications of the Genero experiment, for
instance, the subjects in Spain were given material in their native language, whereas what was provided
to their counterparts in Italy had been translated into English. The experimenters found out that not
all of the subjects were sufficiently skilled in English and needed extra time to ask about the meaning
of some statements. Another example is given by the Reinhartz–Berger experiment: some fatigue and
order factors may have interfered with the results, since in all of the texts asking the subjects to create
two models, one for a project management system and one for a book ordering system, the former always
appeared first, so that it is likely that the subjects started working on it first.
Naturally, more uniform experimental conditions (possibly including the use of the subjects’ native
language or a proper randomization in the sequences of experimental tasks) would enable experimenters
to overcome such issues, but others are more intrinsic to the use of subjects and do not depend on
experimental design.
One of the objectives of the Genero experiment was to verify that some structural properties of
diagrams have an impact on their cognitive complexity, defined as the mental burden posed by the
diagram on the persons who are studying it. Such complexity was measured in the experiment by means
of the subjective judgment of the participants through a scale of five linguistic labels, ranging from “very
simple” to “very complex”. In the Karlsson experiment on requirement prioritization, the investigation
is about the beneficial effect of the introduction of automated tools, but the decision making process
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on whether one requirement is more important than another ultimately rests on the subjects’ shoulders.
The causal model to predict software defects that was analyzed in the Fenton experiment was created on
the basis of the expertise of professionals gathered by means of a questionnaire.
These examples show that a significant part of the results in the experiments relies on the personal
point of view of the subjects involved. The very nature of this perspective strongly contrasts with the
universality and objectivity expected of the results of scientific experimentation. An obvious, although
not always possible, way to deal with this issue is to enlarge the pool of subjects involved in the
experiments. Indeed, all of the experimenters are well aware of the issue of sample significance,
especially since they relied on students attending an SE-related course, because in most cases, the
experimenters are professors or lecturers at a university. Apart from concerns about the sample size,
such a specific context would not be considered adequate for a general sociological or psychological
study, but as clearly shown in the quotes below, all SE experimenters have indeed a more restricted
aim: they perform experiments having the SE industry in mind: “Because of the difficulty of obtaining
professional subjects, we used students from a software engineering course.” [10] (p. 539); “Some
[professional] maintainers may have more experience with design patterns than did our subjects.” [12]
(p. 189). “The generalisability of the study is limited due to the rather small sample and specific context.
(...) the subjects may have opinions similar to decision makers in the industry.” [11] (pp. 27–28).
“All students are master students who either had some professional experiences or worked on industrial
projects (...) This makes these students comparable to industry junior developers.” [9] (p. 25). Let us
explore the connection between experiments and the industry in the following section.
3. From the Lab to the Real World
The generalization of experimental results is a highly desirable property for any experimenter, and
SE practitioners are no exception in this respect. In most of the controlled experiments involving
human subjects we have considered in our analysis, the authors express concern regarding the
possibility of generalizing their results by discussing threats to external validity and possible solutions.
External validity is the degree to which the results can be generalized and transferred to other situations.
In the Shull experiment, for instance, we can find a warning about “the sensitivity of experimental
designs involving human subjects, where small variations in the execution of the experiment can have
large effects on results.” [15] (p. 132). More specifically, what is usually recognized in these articles
as a common threat is the use of students (mostly MSc and/or Ph.D.) instead of real professionals as
experimental subjects. As said in the De Lucia experiment, for instance, “this kind of threat is always
present when experimenting with students.” [9] (p. 81). Moreover, as remarked in the Karlsson
experiment, although improving the validity of the conclusions, the homogeneity of a subject group
(like students from a specific SE class) makes it difficult to generalize the results to a broader population.
However, the experimenters rely on a previous study by Tichy [63] showing that if a student experiment
shows that one technique is better than another, it is rather unlikely that professionals would come to the
opposite conclusion. Although by means of specifically-designed courses, the students’ modeling and
programming skills can be brought up to the level of industry junior developers and strategies can be
implemented to compensate for their limited familiarity with the application domains and the software
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systems used in the experiments (such as organizing meetings before the experiment to provide students
with an acceptable knowledge level), the necessity to replicate the same experiment in an industrial
context is clearly recognized. In the Genero experiment, for instance, further research is said to have
to include “a family of experiments [which] should also use professionals as subjects and different
experimental models and tasks.” [10] (pp. 543–544).
A comprehensive analysis of the threats to external validity can be found in the Vokác˘ experiment,
where several differences between the experimental environment and an actual software maintenance
setting are considered, such as the fact that maintainers in the experiment were different from the
programmers who created the software, so that the results are not applicable to maintenance by the
original designers, who are normally “expected to remember not only the actual design, but also much of
the motivation for it.” [12] (p. 189). Another difference is the fact that some maintainers may have more
experience than the experimental subjects. With respect to these and a number of other issues, the authors
successfully showed that they do not constitute an actual threat to their experimental results: in these
cases, for instance, if the use of design patterns has a beneficial effect on the maintainability of software
programs (as proven by the Vokác˘ experiment), then a deeper knowledge of the artifact endowing
the original designers or more experienced maintainers is very unlikely to make the situation worse.
The authors “would expect the beneficial effects of patterns to be greater.” [12] (p. 189). However, there
are other issues that turn out to be more problematic, because the experimenters are not able to provide
a solution to counter them. We have already mentioned that time and money budget restrictions force
the experimenters to work with programs that are smaller than their real-world counterparts. Moreover,
“real-world programs are sometimes less well documented, and changes may be larger and involve more
than one [design] pattern. The effects of such differences are difficult to predict on a general basis.
There are undoubtedly interaction effects that can occur between patterns, but would not be visible in
such an experiment.” [12] (p. 189).
The shift of from the lab to the real world (which means, in most of the cases we have considered,
performing experiments in industrial contexts) presents several challenging issues from a methodological
perspective. We have already argued in the past that taking into consideration how experimental
methodologies are developed and used is a way of reflecting on the disciplinary status of computing
that moves us away from the somehow too rigid dualism between science and engineering [1]. Here, we
focus on how the conceptual categories of the traditional scientific method are challenged in the context
of SE because of the social components that are involved. Keeping in mind the examples we have
discussed so far, it is quite evident, for instance, that the notion of control as intended in the traditional
experimental protocol (the experimentalist is not part of the experimental system and is able to intervene
in and control the experimental system from the outside) does not fully apply. Not only is it problematic
to draw a line between the experimental system and its environment, in particular if this environment is
meant to include several subjects from different contexts, but since the experimental environment does
not consist only of physical objects, also social components are to be taken into account.
We are aware that the social components at play in current SE experiments are only given by the
human beings whose interactions with technical artifacts are under observation. However, we have also
seen that other social factors exert a significant influence on the experimental practice in the context
of SE: many, if not all, researchers are concerned about the external validity of their results, and the
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context they are referring to is the SE industry. The industrial dimension is not directly involved in
SE experiments at the moment, but we believe that to move toward a more comprehensive account
of future practices where experiments go out of the restricted environments of labs in universities
and research centers, such a component should be taken into account, in terms of conditions, rules,
organizations and companies.
Thus, with our work, we aim at showing that SE includes a very significant socio-technical dimension
beside its long-studied technological dimension. The human factor brought in by the experimental
subjects, as well as the whole organizational dimension given by the SE industry and its ramifications
need to be taken into account if one wants to obtain a comprehensive analysis of the experiments
in this discipline.
The work in [3] defines as socio-technical a system whose behavior is “significantly affected by [its]
technical components but the functioning (...) as a whole depends as much on the functioning of these
technical components as on the functioning of its social components (...) and it depends on the behavior
of human actors.” According to [64], a socio-technical system is a special sort of system, namely an
entity that can be separated into parts, which are linked to each other in a specific way, including also
components that are not tangible objects. In other words, a socio-technical system is a hybrid system
formed by different components, some of which are described and analyzed using the natural sciences
paradigm, while others must be described by drawing on the social sciences tools.
The example discussed at length in [64] is the world civil aviation system, composed of a great
number of different technical artifacts (computers, airplanes, airports, baggage trolleys, etc.), people
(cabin crew, personnel working at the check-in desks, air controllers, etc.), but also other components
of a more abstract nature (air corridors, air companies, regulations having to be observed by pilots and
airline companies, organizations enforcing such regulations, etc.). The articulation of these different
components is what makes socio-technical systems different from even the most complex technical
artifact, which, although incorporating characteristics of both physical and social objects, i.e., its
hardware and the function assigned to it by human designers and users, respectively, is a building block
of systems of greater complexity.
The involvement of people, regulations and institutions beside technical artifacts is the reason
why the natural scientific way of description and explanation represents only one way of formulating
matters within the context of socio-technical systems and why a social-scientific approach is required.
Although the hybrid character of socio-technical systems is what eminently characterizes them, their
design, implementation and maintenance are still in the hands of engineers that have been mainly
educated in the natural scientific way. However, the complexity of socio-technical systems consists
precisely in the fact that they have many different users (unlike typical technical artifacts), and their
functioning depends not only on the articulation of the technical components, but also on the coordination
of the behavior of different users; the success of such coordination comes through habits, agreements,
rules, laws, etc., that is entities studied in the social sciences and not in the natural sciences.
The main aim of SE is creating technical artifacts in the form of software, but, as clearly shown by
the examples in this work, technology alone does not cover everything that happens in SE: software
is created by people to meet other people’s needs within the context of communities, companies and
markets, which do not simply work as a passive background, but pose several constraints, for example
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in terms of resource limitations, business strategies and societal values that shape and guide the software
development process.
The co-existence of technological and social aspects in the conception, development and deployment
of software indicates that the context of SE includes socio-technical systems. As a consequence,
experiments in SE are significantly characterized by socio-technical features. Thus, we envision a
development of SE experimentation in which the conceptual framework sustaining the methodological
practice has been expanded in a socio-technical direction. After all, every aspect of SE can be and, in
our opinion, should be interpreted from such a perspective.
Let us take a closer look at the variety of activities that are included in SE as a discipline.
The construction of an SE artifact consists of a number of operations, which are carried out at different
stages in the life cycle of the software that is being created. The context in which such a life cycle unfolds
is notably vast, as there are several degrees of freedom depending on the choices made with respect to
the entities involved at each stage. The process starts with the requirements, which describe what is
required of the software; such a description can be provided in a natural or a formal language and at
different levels of detail. A programmer or, more commonly, a team of programmers is responsible for
the creation of the software, by first conceiving of an algorithm and then turning it into a program.
The programming paradigm is the view that underlies the way the software is going to be written:
with a functional paradigm, for instance, all operations that a program is to perform are modeled as
functions, whereas the object-oriented paradigm views such operations as actions taken by different
objects, that is independent subparts that constitute the program. Given a paradigm, a programmer can
have more than one programming language to choose from: for example, C++, Java and Python are all
object-oriented languages. The program itself can be written in different ways in the same language,
depending on the structure by which the included operations are organized. A testing process must be
carried out once a program is written to ensure that it fulfills the requirements it was created for without
faults. Finally, if more programs are available to provide the same service, a benchmarking technique can
be used to assess which one achieves the goal with the least resource consumption in terms of computing
time and computer memory.
As said before, SE research aims at helping make the best choice with respect to every stage
mentioned above. The decision making process comes with a significant social component, in that
every choice is strongly dependent not only on human actors with their personal backgrounds and
subjective preferences, but also on organizations and institutions with the relevant conditions and rules.
When it comes to picking the programming language to develop software with, the decision is de facto
taken by the market the engineers are aiming for: for instance, if they intend to develop software
running on an iPhone, then the most natural choice is to work with the most used language for this
specific platform, namely Objective-C, for which full support from the developer community and the
relevant literature is ensured [65]. Programming languages are themselves the product of institutional
decisions: the rules of the Java language, for instance, are determined by the Java Community Process
(JCP), which is the sole official mechanism for developing standard technical specifications for this
technology. Anyone from the SE community can sign up to become a JCP member and then join expert
groups and participate in reviewing processes and providing feedback [66]. Testing is also an activity
that is significantly influenced by organizations and, more specifically, by their economic conditions:
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the resources demanded by exhaustive program testing procedures are incompatible with any software
company’s economic strategy, so that a key task in testing is the selection of critical runs to detect as
many software faults as possible to ensure that the final product reaches an acceptable quality level to be
marketed [67]. Finally, even a highly technical practice, like benchmarking, is seen by SE researchers
not only as a rigorous examination of contributions, but also a way to ensure greater communication and
collaboration among researchers, leading to a stronger consensus in the community [68].
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we hope to have substantiated the importance of enlarging the context to socio-technical
systems when analyzing SE experiments. The limits in applying the traditional experimental protocol
to different fields of computing appears particularly significant in the case of SE experiments that we
have systematically analyzed: not only the technical dimension, beside the scientific one, needs to be
taken into account, but also the social issues, meaning both the human agents and the social institutions
play a significant role in this framework. If SE experiments aim at leaving the limited contexts of
the lab to move toward real industrial applications, it is important to recognize these issues, which
we have explored here with a particular focus on the problem of external validity. Obviously, this
social dimension has to be dealt with by the tools of the social sciences, as the functioning of complex
socio-technical artifacts depends on the coordination amongst different users through rules, laws, habits
and agreements, besides the proper working of the technical components (traditionally managed with the
tools of natural sciences).
The acknowledgment of the social dimension of experiments within a socio-technical perspective
calls for a paradigmatic shift that we have just initiated reflecting upon, considering SE experiments
as a case study for the reasons we have discussed in the Introduction of this paper. We are confident,
however, that an extension to other fields of computing, given the obvious differences, will show some
very close similarities and strengthen the importance of extending the traditional notion of experiment
in socio-technical systems. We believe, moreover, that this shift could have an impact on the philosophy
of computing in general and in particular on those reflections aimed at clarifying the disciplinary status
of computing from a methodological point of view.
Finally, to rethink experiments in a socio-technical perspective could represent also an important step
for the methodological advancement of SE itself, where the attempts to reflect on experiments (see [5]
for a comprehensive and influencing work on this topics) have generally been focused exclusively on the
implementation of the traditional experimental categories, in particular the replication of experiments.
Now, it is time to move beyond and construct the debate on experimental methods in SE upon the
most recent developments in the philosophy of technology and in the philosophy of science to take into
account a complex and articulated socio-technical practice that cannot be reduced to the categories of
the traditional scientific disciplines.
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